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Dear Friend,

I first want to thank you for downloading my special report and I truly hope it helps you in some way, shape or form. This crash course was designed to attack the most frequently asked questions we get at Dirty Dialogue and solves some of the most common problems women are facing with the topic of dirty talk.

I wrote this crash course to help you get started with talking dirty to your man and increasing your skill set of dirty dialogue...

...giving you the “edge” you’re looking for...

...and overall introduce you to what Dirty Dialogue is here to do for you. Keep a copy handy on your computer where you can easily (and discretely) access it for reference, especially with the bonus links and resources I’ve included with it. You may want to reference this a few times as you get your wheels turning.

It’s time to roll up your sleeves and get ready to make positive changes in your love life (both in bed and out), find new levels of confidence in yourself you never knew existed, and embark on a journey of becoming the ultimate dirty diva you were undeniably born to be.

So lets get started...
Dirty Talk For Dirty Dudes

It’s no surprise to learn that men love to hear a sultry, seductive woman say tantalizing things to him in the bedroom. Men, being primarily logical creatures are easily stimulated by the verbal direction of a woman in the heat of the moment. But beyond that, there are 3 fundamental reasons why your dirty talk has the potential power to ignite his sexuality in ways you’ve never imagined.

1) **Dirty talk directly strokes the male ego:**

   If you are currently in a sexual relationship with a man, then you know about the good ol’ male ego, and its selfish desires and needs. Talking dirty riles up the positive sides of that ego, in which he identifies with his masculine role as a man, and can highly energize him through triggering his internal “lust mechanisms” to have him swooning over you every chance he can get.

2) **Talking dirty evokes a man’s fantasy:**

   In a world where nothing sexual is sacred anymore, and a man’s attention can be easily diverted towards women with intense sexual capabilities (through adult entertainment, or at this point, even the mass media), which can be incredibly difficult for you to compete with.

   Talking dirty is your tool to grasp a man’s fantasy in a way that pulls back all of his sexual attention on you, and you alone. You can be his muse and essentially guide him into unparalleled, self generated bliss, if you know what “secret psychology” is going on behind the scenes.

3) **Dirty talk creates an unspoken bond:**

   A lot of women are intimidated by the idea of talking dirty because she doesn’t know what to say, but the fact of the matter is by taking that risk (and trusting him with her true sexual self-expression) she is communicating that she is willing to open to him completely. This delicate gesture triggers gratitude and reciprocity in him to begin to open up more himself.

   No matter what your current relationship situation, whether he’s demanding that you talk dirty to him or if he’s just sexually closed minded and seems disinterested, learning how to master this skill can – not only give you control – but ultimately make your relationship much more fun and exciting than you’ve ever dreamed possible.
Why? Because these three principles remain the same for any man, of any race, in any part of the world. It’s the reality of human nature that we’re dealing with, and when you look past the social blocks and barriers between us all, the foundations still remain the same.

The best part is, this principle applies to you as well. The primal essence of your natural role as a sexual female is already inside of you, which is exactly what Dirty Dialogue is going to help you explore, understand, and ultimately transform yourself into the sexual female you were born to be.

Dirty Talk Is A Game To Men

It’s all a game. It’s a series of back-and-forth button pushing that creates a steamy dialogue in which both you and him are hyper-aroused and enjoying each other’s sexual energy like never before.

Based on my years of writing emails, answering Q & As from women just like you, I began to notice trends in the types of men they are dealing with. And the odds are, your man falls into one of these top 3 categories.

1) **The Aggressor:** This man tends to over do it and push a girl’s comfort zone over the line. He may hint at it, ask for it, or outright demand that you talk dirty to him in order to please him. This can seriously frighten most women into thinking they are not good enough the way they are, but such is not the case.

   In fact, it’s really not his fault. The majority of these types of men have a real sexual hunger for more and more and more. They’ve seen enough internet porn to give them a library of potential fantasy experiences and find sexual pleasure out of something being new, and done only for the first time.

   With an aggressor, you need to reframe the situation by knowing this: Since mostly “new” things get him off, and you haven’t been talking dirty before, realize that your skill set in Dirty Dialogue is brand spankin’ new. It’s up to you to take action and improve your ability to perform (and transform) yourself into the sexiest dirty diva you could possibly be.
2) **The Judge**: This guy is sexually conservative and ultimately closed minded. As the opposite of the aggressor, whom strives to push the edge, the judge doesn’t feel comfortable going anywhere close to it. He’s the type that will ask “where did you learn that?” or “what are you doing?” and get a nervous reaction to your advances. It’s not that he’s disinterested, he’s actually just scared and his ego protective mechanisms fire back as some sort of judgment on who you are.

Dealing with a judge is different when you look at it like this: It’s his own insecurities that are blocking him for growing sexually, meaning he’s filled with anxious internal self doubt about the acceptance of his raw sexual nature. His pretension is nothing more than a defense mechanism which may make him appear cold.

Dirty Dialogue is your way to get inside of his head and draw him out of the protective castle he’s built around his sexual ego that he’s representing as himself. All you have to do is get serious about making a positive change in your love life and really work to improve your dirty talk skill set, and the desire of making such a radical change in yourself is solely up to you.

3) **The Obsessed**: This dude just plain doesn’t seem interested in your advances and keeps blowing you off. Something has preoccupied his time, stolen his attention away from you, and become some sort of obsession in his life. Since he’s half there most of the time, it seems like he’s totally ignoring you, which would be incredibly unfair and make you feel a real blow to your sense of self worth.

The good news is that the ignorant guy can be the easiest to deal with when you understand this: His obsessive nature means that you can become the focus of his obsession and take all of his attention away from things that are less important than your love life.

You do this by creating a new fantasy for him to lust after and make him instinctually chase you down the rabbit hole of rapid sexual exploration. With proven ways to tap into his obsessive nature you can start to see real changes in your communication (sexual and otherwise) in only a short matter of time. All it takes is someone to put you on the right path of ultimate sexual success.
These three types of men frequently have women that are stuck in the same situation you may have going on in your life right now. If you now realize any (or all) of these symptoms in your man, you have most certainly come to the right place, and will find Dirty Dialogue to be an excellent new home for learning more about yourself and improving your every day life.

Remember, it’s a game to him. And if you can identify the type of player in that game you, it makes it 10-times easier for you to win.

Talking Dirty With Intention

A lot of women come to Dirty Dialogue because they want to learn how to talk dirty, but they don’t know what to say. This is a very common problem because every man is unique, and has his own fetishes that speak to himself.

The underlying message that your dirty talk has is essentially a “hidden code” that you grow and share with your man as you both build a higher level of sexual awareness (and acceptance) between you over time. In the end, the words will come naturally and easily, as words are nothing more than mutually understood references to any sexual command.

As long as you follow this simple 3-phase model of Dirty Dialogue, you’ll have a much better idea of “what” to say at the right time.

1) **Approach:** This is where you initiate dirty talk with the intention of snapping him out of his reality and into a state of sexual awareness. You do this by changing his mood, not his mind...which can be easily conveyed through tid-bits and little golden nuggets of DD gems you will accumulate as you begin on your path to DD mastery.

2) **Escalate:** Once you’ve got his mind where you want it to be, and sexual communication is now on the table, you must make the situation escalate. This is done by guiding your man through verbally pacing and leading his experience in the escalating rhythm of sexual intercourse.

The trick is, since the masculine is born to lead, you can get him to do all of the work simply by planting sexual ideas in his mind, and letting them blossom into fantasy and action-packed excitement.
3) **Satisfy:** A man gets off like a rocket ship, in that it’s go-go-go-go until he explodes in orgasm. Your dirty talk must escalate properly and follow through all the way to the point of orgasm and beyond. This is done by being aware of what’s going on and knowing how to press his “hot buttons” at just the right times.

**Rule Of Thumb:** Have 3 routines in stock for every phase of your DD and you’ll always have something to fall back on. If you come to bed with a loaded weapon, it’s almost certain that he’s going to get off.

Having a fall-back plan to work with will help you on your way of getting over unnecessary humps of shame, embarrassment, self doubt, or just plain feeling “stupid” that may be standing in your way of real sexual expression. Call them “training wheels” if you will...

**The “Good Girl” Syndrome**

A lot of women that come to Dirty Dialogue are suffering from a “good girl” syndrome, which I also like to refer to as a “serial monogamist (or SMs)”. An SM will feel shy and reserved when it comes to talking dirty to their man because they have been raised with morals and values that tell her that exposing herself, in some way, is wrong. Depending on how advanced a SM has come along in her self actualization process, her limits and boundaries are restricted by her ability to accept herself sexually.

Aside from any “nurture” aspects of a woman’s life-experience programming, the “nature” of her sex drive is calling out to move past her self limitations and fully experience herself as a woman having sex with a man. Thus, there’s a conflict that an SM may struggle with.

The impact of this burden on her love life is that she may get too close to the edge, freeze up, like a dear in headlights, and not know what to do. This “fight or flight” mechanism, while only temporary, signals the need for a serious change.

It all boils down to trust, and as I mentioned before, dirty dialogue can be used as a way to instigate that trust and start forming a bond in which nothing is held back – ever – for any reason at all.
You can take comfort in the fact that you can never be a “slut” for talking dirty to a man you are intimate with. The word slut is a social scaring that only applies in a world where your sex life is public and people actually have a chance of finding out. But, in the context of passion and intimacy, that could never possibly happen because both partners are displaying high levels of trust while totally exploring themselves.

Any emotions you may be feeling right now are only temporary, and the process of fixing the outdated emotional hard-wiring inside your mind is a challenge, a journey, a path you must take to finally feel alive.

**Make A Commitment To Yourself**

Make no mistake, you are not going to go from zero to 100% complete lack of inhibitions instantly. In fact, you wouldn’t want to. Your man, who has established his impression of you up until this point, would be side-swiped if you started talking dirty at a world-class level out of left field. This, like any other skill set you develop, takes time to get really good at and see long term results.

At first, once you try this stuff out, you will see quick results just by saying a few stock things and applying the secrets you learn in Dirty Dialogue, and it will feel really good to see new sparks fly in your relationship. But it doesn’t stop there. This is a long term bonding process that, when done with faith in yourself and your potential, will transform the both of you forever.

This requires that you take this stuff seriously. Now, I don’t mean “seriously” like you would your taxes; I mean seriously as in work hard to consciously get good at. This entire curriculum is designed to be as much fun as possible, as it should be. Sex is fun once you break down your barriers and trust in letting yourself go, and the process of getting there shouldn’t be any different.

Make the commitment to yourself to improve your life and use Dirty Dialogue as your vessel towards self actualization. And never give up. This is about you and accepting yourself through learning how to step-up and embrace your sexuality for the power that it is.

The degree in which your man is pleased by your sexual progress is only a gauge to be used to let you know where you are along your path. Ultimately, it is a win/win for both of you.
The Fast-Track To Dirty Talk Mastery

But if you want to really get your wheels turning and start to see rapid (and extremely exciting) advancement in your sex life, I've got just the thing for you.

This is something so powerful that I absolutely refused (after numerous offers) to publish in print because the public is not ready for this kind of sexual paradigm shift, and won't be for a very long time.

It's something that was written with the undying love and devotion to helping the most important woman in my life with the same-exact-problem that you may be dealing with today.

And that something is my new eBook that has been flying off of my virtual shelves at record breaking speeds since its release in December 2008. It's called “Dirty Dialogue: A Good Girl’s Guide To Being Bad” and its available for you right now.

To learn more about my new eBook, click here:

http://www.dirtydialogue.com/ebook

This book has already helped hundreds of women take a massive first-leap into a new way of life. We’re talking about a major shift in thinking that lays the foundations you will take with you as stepping stones as you start to grow. It also reveals hidden truths about society, the male brain, and even internal energy that are like rocket-fuel for any woman ready to blaze her new trail of uninhibited sexual glory.

Here’s the bottom line: When ready to snatch up your copy, you will never regret it. I promise. (In fact, I guarantee it)

Above all, there’s one more thing I would like to say as you finish your crash course, and that is...

Thank You!

Thanks again for checking out Dirty Dialogue’s crash course on talking dirty, I hope you’ve found it valuable. For more free resources on talking dirty to your man, please visit my blog “The Dirty Diary” which can be found by clicking here:

http://www.dirtydialogue.com/diary
Feel free to snatch up as much top-notch information you can and use it as your own. If you subscribe you’ll be the very first to get your hands on each new resource that comes from Dirty Dialogue, putting you leaps and bounds ahead of any other girl who’s struggling along the same path. Stay tuned for more info!

Stay Dirty,

[Signature]

Devian Day
devian@dirtydialogue.com

PS. Feel free to pass this “crash course” along to any of your girlfriends whom you think may benefit from it. Or just refer them to www.dirtydialogue.com so they can snatch up their own crash course and start to receive the valuable newsletters that follow (which you will also be getting very soon).

PPS. I almost forgot to mention. When you purchase my new eBook “Dirty Dialogue: A Good Girl’s Guide To Being Bad” you will also get 3 free bonuses, that you keep whether you decide to return the eBook or not

These 3 Free Bonuses are:

- **Dirty Dialing**: Instant Phone Sex Fantasy Scripts For Long Distance Lust!
- **Dirty Delivery**: 77 Sexy Text Messages Guaranteed To Blow His Mind!

And of course:

- **Dirty Dictionary**: The Definitive Guide To Dirty Talk Words And Phrases

Like I said earlier, solid high-quality (and of course, proven) examples and phrases are the best to learn from, and these are all top-notch and ready to explode. Just make sure to use them wisely!

For more information about these bonuses, go to:

http://www.dirtydialogue.com/ebook